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Sensational Admission Regarding Regrading of Rosin Made by the Ameri-
can Pine Products Co Hamburg the German Branch

of the American Naval Stores Co-

In Order to Justify Their Misconduct They Attack the American Inspection of Rosin 4
and Claim it to be Entirely Unreliable

Or

1

¬

From a circular letter which appeared in

Hamburg Germany on November 6 we

translate the following

The American Pine Products Company

and its manager Mr Eduard Stauder
have declared before court that they do

NOT DELIVER ROSIN BY ITS ORIGI

NAL MARKS but that they are obliged

only to deliver rosin which is TRUE TO

THE STANDARD TYPE

Thus inspectors of rosin in Florida and
Georgia as far as rosin is concerned which

is to be forwarded to the Hamburg branch
of the American Naval Stores Co might
as well save themselves the trouble of in

specting it because there is Mr Stauder
in Hamburg who does not need or want

our grading as he does not sell rosin ac

cording to what our inspectors have found

it to be but it appears takes upon himself
to give it its commercial value as HE finds

opportune

Nevertheless when this Mr Stauder de

clares before court that he disregards
American inspection entirely is it not

possible that he will sing another tune

when he has to deal with a customer who

is NOT SATISFIED WITH THE GRAD-

ING OF ROSIN as Mr Stauder does it
Following is what Mr Stauder has writ

ten we are advised in answer to a claim

of a customer who contended that he re

ceived F Rosin instead of G Rosin

which he had ordered
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We buy our rosin the same as we sell

it In America where the rosin before

shipping is CAREFULLY EXAMINED BY

SWORN GOVERNMENT INSPECTORS

as to quality Thus a lot which is ship

ped from America as G rosin can leave

America only as such G grade when its
quality actually coresponds with the Stan-

dard
The letter of which the above is part

was read to Mr Stauder unexpectedly be-

fore court and he defended himself it is

with the very clever and
excuse-

I must admit that I have written some

thing wrong However one writes some

times something which is not meant as it
is written-

If the letter is true we have a plain ad

mission from Mr Stauder the manager of

the German branch of the American that
he does not calculate at all with the
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American inspection and it seems that he

has succeeded in convincing the county

judges court which decided in favor of

the American Pine Products Co

Benkert who had accused them of FRAUD

that in fact the AMERICAN INSPEC
TION OF ROSIN is so unreliable that it
needs to be rectified in Germany

We learn through a circular letter sent
out by the American Pine Products Co on

the 20th of November that the court pro

hibited Mr Benkert from issuing further
circulars accusing the American Pine Prod
ucts Co of fraud This decision as could

be expected will be appealed by Mr Ben
kert and it will later be taken up before
a regular court in which judges will weigh
the questions involved from a judicial
standpoint For let us tell you the court
which gave this decision in favor of the
American Pine Products Co was nothing
but a socalled COMMERCIAL COURT-

a committee of arbitration as it would
likely be called in this country This
court consists of a county judge and two
commercial is business men

who are supposed to be more or less ex
perts in trade matters and whose opinion
will of course influence the decision In
this particular case the gentlemen who
figured as EXPERT in naval stores is said
to be dealing in rosin to the extent of
100 to 200 barrels a year and it occurs
to us where the imports into Germany

j amount approximately to half a million
this his experience can only be a limited

From the reasons on which the decision
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in favor of the American Pine Products Co
was based we wish to translate the most
interesting ones as submitted to us to our
readers

The defendant Mr Benkert has con
tended in a circular directed against the
plaintiffs American Pine Products Co

that they misled buyers through unfair
manipulations and actually caused them
to suffer financial losses The defendant
has however not proven the correctness-
of such assertions For a fact there is a
REGULAR SORTING DONE IN THE
YARDS of plaintiffs inasmuch as BAR
RELS CONTAINING AMERICAN ROSIN
ARE BEING OPENED AND THEIR CON
TENTS EXAMINED ACCORDING TO
STANDARD SAMPLES IF NOW THE
CONTENTS DO NOT CORRESPOND TO
THE MARKS ON THE BARREL THEN
THE MARK IS BEING CHANGED Such
sorting is however as the court is in
formed by its expert member that is the
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who sells about 200 barrels of

rosin a year entirely correct and custom-

ary because the INSPECTION OF THE

ROSIN BARRELS THROUGH THE
AMERICAN INSPECTORS IS ON THE
WHOLE NOT RELIABLE

The process of sorting the rosin bar
rels in this manner is known amongst all
interestea parties and therefore it is IM-

POSSIBLE TO FIND THEREIN AN AC
TION CONTRARY TO LAW WHICH
WOULD EVENTUALLY MISLEAD BUY
ERS ONLY THEN WHEN ESPECIAL-
LY ACCORDING TO ORIGINAL
MARKS HAS BEEN SOLD is it unlaw
ful to sort the barrels in Hamburg Note
the part of a letter from Mr Stauder at
the beginning of this article in which he
says that he buys and sells the rosin under
American inspection BUT IT HAS NOT
BEEN PROVEN TO THIS COURT THAT
IN CASES OF SUCH SALES THE ROS
IN HAS BEEN SORTED

The principal withess against the Amer
ican Pine Products Co was a Mr Mat
thies but it seems that the court has
not been able to see correct PROOFS in
the testimony of Matthies showing the
plaintiffs actually guilty of FRAUD We
read in Mr Stauders circular which just
on that point is not at all clear in part
the following

Form the testimony of Matthies it can
be seen that not regarding CERTAIN 1700

BARRELS F barrels have
been regularly opened and a sample taken
therefrom ACCORDING TO THE RE
SULT OF SUCH INSPECTION THE
MARK ON THE BARRELS WAS IF

gentleman
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DEEMED NECESSARY ALTERED-
IF MATTHIES ASSERTS THAT ON 1700
BARRELS WHICH HAD BEEN MARK
ED F THE MARK WAS CHANGED
BY WRITTEN ORDER FROM THE
OFFICE OF THE AMERICAN PINE
PRODUCTS CO INTO G then IT IS
NOT PROVEN THAT SUCH CHANGE
WAS UNJUSTIFIED AND THAT THE
CONTENTS OF THESE BARRELS WERE
ACTUALLY ONLY F ROSIN

In another place in this circular we read

Whether the new marks applied in the
yards of plaintiffs have been made in Ger
man lettering or in such signs which are
usually employed in America is of no im
port Buyers who have not bought accord
ing to original marks could not be misled
by such marks because they KNEW
THAT IT IS CUSTOMARY TO SORT
THE ROSIN IN GERMANY

It appears that there were no witnesses
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called in this court the portion of the cir
cular referring to this goint says in part

The hearing of the witness is alone for
that reason unnecessary because it is as
already mentioned known to this court
THAT IN FACT THE INSPECTION OF
ROSIN ON THE OF THE AMERI-
CAN INSPECTORS IS NOT RELIABLE

So these are the which led the
commercial court to decide that Benkert
cannot send out except under penalty of
1000 marks further circulars accusing the
American Pine Products Co of fraud Of
course the decision is appealed

HOW DO YOU TAKE IT ROSIN IN
SPECTORS

Some of our German friends who are
deeply interested in the accusations made
against American Rosin Inspection by Mr
Stauder the manager of the German
branch of the American Naval Stores Co

are very anxious to know what attitude
the inspectors are going to take in this
matter

Remember inspectors that this man
Stauder stated before a German court that
the American pretended official inspection-

is only a VERY SUPERFICIAL and NOT
AT ALL CONSCIENTIOUS ONE and
similar assertions have been spread by
Mr Stauder in the form of a circular let
ter all over Germany Stauder is basing
his defense for admitted regrading of rosin
barrels just on this one important point

that you are not doing the work entrust
ed to you by this Government in a corn
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petent and careful mapner There is very
likely today not a single buyer of rosin
in the whole of Germany and adjoining
countries who has riot been advised by
Stauders circular letter about your al
leged shortcomings and buyers abroad
will undoubtedly ask themselves whether-
it is possible that you should be guilty-
of such gross negligence in doing your
duty In another circular letter from Ger
many we read the following

The American sworn inspectors who
are accused of a most flagrant dereliction-
of duty will have themselves an oppor
tunity to give word to their feelings in the
matter

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO

ABOUT IT
N shall publish a translation-

of Stauders entire testimony in our next
issue Something to smile about for all
who KNOW

BYe
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